
THE LEADER IN COMPOSITE PLASTIC TOOLS 

NOW YOU can complete your FIREARms 
CLEANING FASTER, SAFER AND MORE 
EFFICIENTLY WITH OUR  SPECIALIZED 

COMPOSITE PLASTIC TOOLS

TM

Used by world-renowned military services and private firearm owners, 
our line of high quality, anti-damge composite plastic cleaning tools 

will help to complete your jobs faster while saving you money.

Bojo tools help prevent damage to the sensitive surfaces on weapons. 
they reduce wear on the sliding surfaces by not damaging the protective 
coatings like metal tools can. These tools are made from military grade 

plastic to make them strong, yet still safe on surfaces.
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RECEIVER TRACKS FOR AN ACCURATE, THOROUGH CLEANING.IDEAL FOR CLEANING PATCHES ON RECEIVERS.

LEARN MORE AT:
BOJOMILMRO.COM 

SMALL SCRAPERS FIT
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P/N: MST2-177-184-XNGL

P/N: MST2-176-183-XNGL

P/N: MST2-177-179-XNGL

P/N: MST2-176-180-XNGL
-

BOJO COMPOSITE PLASTIC RECEIVER TRACK SCRAPER TOOLS
Bojo Tools are ideal for removing carbon build up and powder residue. The small scraper tips are 
designed for cleaning receiver and matching slide slots. Clean patches make it easier to handle.
These tools help prevent damaging sensitive surfaces & will not scratch or mar like metal tools. 
Bojo Tools are made using a special mixture of glass-reinforced nylon plastic, which makes them 
strong, yet softer than metal tools.

BOJO COMPOSITE PLASTIC CLEANING PATCH TOOLS

Bojo Tools offers you a wide range of innovative tools for the unique tasks to help armorers and 
Technicians perform their jobs easier & faster, but with less risk of damage. Our unique tools are 
designed to allow cleaning of patches and areas that are harder to reach.

P/N: ORT2-171-172-XNGL

P/N: ORT2-170-173-XNGL

P/N: ORT2-174-175-XNGL

P/N: MST2-3KIT-XNGL
KIT INCLUDES:
P/N: MST2-176-183-XNGL
P/N: MST2-177-184-XNGL
P/N: MST2-190-182-XNGL

BOJO COMPOSITE PLASTIC ASSEMBLY TOOLS
We also offer you a range of innovative disassembly tools to help with the safe removal of parts for 
deeper cleaning. Additionally, they aid in the reassembly of parts onto the cleaned weapons.

P/N: SAT2-205-202-CEL

P/N: SAT2-204-203-CEL

P/N: MST2-190-182-XNGL

P/N: MST2-190-178-XNGL
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